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Summary 
 
This is a micro-level trace of how information disseminated and incorporated in financial 
markets in a era of great flux in news and digital “news-like” information. The case 
involves Accentia Biopharmaceuticals, which was the largest percentage gainer in US 
stock markets on the morning of Oct 19, 2006. 
 
Several interesting issues raised here.  
 

• How should  investors and traders, and their information providers, should deal 
with disintermediated information?  
 

• There is more news than people can handle, and far more distintermediated news. 
Some means beyond basic keyword search is needed  
 

• Are examples like this one, which has language that would be of interest any time, 
useful as the basis for “more like this” persistent search?  
 

• How to obtain the “meta-knowledge” (e.g. in this case, the relationship between 
the vaccine name and the company that makes it) needed to interpret news in a 
trading and investing context. What combination of automation and human 
contributions are appropriate? 

 
 
 
Information Dissemination Lab 1 
 
 
Google Finance recently started a beta service that provides a remarkable window on 
how news affects markets.  Here is a view at 4pm on Oct 19. The price volume chart 
(with full historical selection) is on the left, and news from the GoogleNews universe on 
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the right, identified by capital letters. The news stories are tagged on the price chart at the 
time they were collected. 
 

 
 
This is example is particularly interesting. First, notice that actual story is spectacularly 
good news for a small pharmaceutical company, a successful trial of a human cancer 
vaccine, described in glowing terms.   
 
The next salient feature is that all of the news know to Google, stories A, B and C, are 
shown near the close, for a stock that was up 70% within an hour of the open.  This 
suggests the question: How did the market know? The information has clearly been 
incorporated in the price. There is no news on the stock at any of the major news 
websites. I found the culprit on Yahoo Finance, an automatically reposted press release 
from Business Wire, with very good news for the company and the patients: “can induce 
complete long-lasting remissions”, “80% of patients achieved an immune response”, 
“complete tumor remission”.  Phrases like these are potentially useful if we want to move 
beyond simple keywords, using examples and higher language models, to keep an eye out 
for more like this one. 
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The WSJ Story, intermediated by a writer, appeared at 2:24 
 

 
 
Reuters had no story at all, as of 4pm 
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Here, the high price spreads, which use humans to screen automated Press Release 
sources, introduce an economically significant delay. The customers of the free news (at 
Yahoo, and other Business Wire disseminators) were in a position to profit from the 
information. Customers at Google (which didn’t include the press release) and the paid 
subscription sources could only read about it after it happened. 
 
Perhaps a lesson is that there is a place for a faster filter on content of the Business Wire 
and PR Newswire sort than one that involves a person reading and rephrasing it.  The 
editorial process absolutely keeps away a lot of chaff, but it also can delay the shipping 
for wheat. 
 
Looking a bit closer, we see that the Oct 19 9am press release refers to a September 20 
article posted on the website for the Journal of the National Cancer Institute.1 
 
 

                                                 
1 http://jncicancerspectrum.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/abstract/jnci;98/18/1292 
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This article, which predates the press release by a month, was in turn predated by the 
announcement of the researchers’ results on their own site, at the University of Navarra.2  
 

 
 
                                                 
2 http://www.unav.es/english/news/40.html 
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This was available on Aug 11, 2005, fourteen months before the press release reporting 
the same story. The early stories, significantly to investors, did not link the compound 
under test to the company Accentia Biopharmaceuticals (ABPI). 
 
This link could have been made by prior knowledge of which researchers were associated 
with which pharmaceutical firms.  
 
Local press in St. Louis, where Accentia has a plant, reported on the same testing on Oct 
11, 2006. 3 
 

 
 
A blogger discussed it on a site for patients on Oct 17, though not connecting the story to 
the company.4 

                                                 
3 http://stlouis.bizjournals.com/stlouis/stories/2006/10/09/daily33.html?surround=lfn 
4 http://blog.healthtalk.com/lymphoma/?p=95 
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Note that she mentions a Reuters story, which was not indexed by Google finance (which 
includes Reuters), or shown by Reuters as relating to ABPI.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Topix.net, a local news search tool allows us to backtrack the trail of news preceding the 
widely circulated  story. Note the interesting “news volume” chart to access stories by 
date at the top. 5  
 
 

                                                 
5 http://www.topix.net/search/?q=Accentia+ 
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So we have started with an interesting market event, a 57% news driven price move that 
preceded the traditional channels, reached some investors through disintermediated “new 
media channels” 
 
 
Issues and comments 
 
 Several interesting issues raised here.  
 

• How should  investors and traders, and their information providers, should deal 
with disintermediated information?  
 

• There is more news than people can handle, and far more distintermediated news. 
Some means beyond basic keyword search is needed.   
 

• Are examples like this one, which has language that would be of interest any time, 
useful as the basis for “more like this” persistent search?  
 

• How to obtain the “meta-knowledge” (e.g. in this case, the relationship between 
the vaccine name and the company that makes it) needed to interpret news in a 
trading and investing context. What combination of automation and human 
contributions are appropriate? 

 


